Big Block Palm Quilt© by Debby Kratovil
Recreate this vintage Palm block in a
10" size without weird templates. This
is paper pieced in ONE section in an
off-center Log Cabin technique.
Make 8 blocks and learn how to set
them on point to create this 42" x 56"
quilt.
Pre-cutting of fabric patches before
class gives you a head start!
This is a scrappy quilt and each of the
eight Palm Blocks varies in color. Note
that each block has THREE colors, plus
the light background. ALL patches
(colors and BG) are cut from 3-1/4”
strips.
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Fabric Supplies:
-- 1-1/2 yards white/cream for block background
-- 1/4 yard each of assorted colors (I used solid shot cottons). See cutting info below.
-- 3/4 yard print for setting triangles (my light blue print)
-- 1/4 yard for inner borders
-- 1-1/3 yard border print (for unpieced borders)
-- 1/3 yard binding
Pre-cutting before class - note the patch numbers in the diagram above:
Background fabric: Cut 3 to 4 strips 3-1/4” x wof and recut the following (the rest will be cut as we go)
-- Patch #1: 3-1/4” x 3-1/4” (cut a few)
-- Patch #4 & #5: 3-1/4” x 6-1/2” (cut a few)
-- Patch #8 & #9: 3-1/4” x 9” (cut a few)
-- Patch #12 & #13: 3-1/4” x 11-1/4” (cut a few)
Solids for 8 Palm Blocks (remember, these are SCRAPPY). Each Palm block uses THREE colors.
-- Patch #2 & #3 are the SAME color: one 3-1/4” x 3-1/4” and one 3-1/4” x 6-1/4” (Color #1)
-- Patch #6 & #7 are the SAME color: one 3-1/4” x 6-1/4” and one 3-1/4” x 8-1/2” (Color #2)
-- Patch #10 & #11 are the SAME color: one 3-1/4” x 8-1/2” and one 3-1/4” x 11” (Color #3)

